KNOW YOUR CLEAN!

Data, intelligence, and knowing exactly what was cleaned is critical in our efforts to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

An early release, July 2020 CDC article states the “Virus was widely distributed on floors.” The study continues “gravity and air flow causing most virus droplets to float to the ground. In addition, as medical staff walk around the ward, the virus can be tracked all over the floor.”

Solution: “i-Synergy” innovative technology

- Real time fleet management solution
- Access data via desktop or mobile app
- Know exactly where your cleaning machine is with GPS location
- Know who operated the cleaning machine, for how long, and how many square feet were cleaned
- Historical usage reports confirms if and when floors were cleaned
- Remote malfunction notification alerts you of a component failure to significantly reduce downtime.

Today's crisis calls for increased cleaning frequencies and extreme cleanliness. ICE and i-Synergy can help! For more information on i-synergy click, i-Synergy Know Your Clean